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1.0 Executive summary
Political outlook

A host of factors including the adverse economic effects of the coronavirus
pandemic, an ageing population and capital flight have converged to create a
nightmare scenario for Russian economic policymakers. While the economy
bounced back in 2021, all the challenges that Russia has been facing over the
last decade remain in place for 2022.

The rapid economic growth which Russia enjoyed in the 2000s following the
transition to a market economy has slowed considerably over the past decade.
2021 has been no exception, with lockdowns and other restrictions related to
the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic further hindering any prospects of
Russia’s economy finding its feet. Policymakers have been left in an
unenviable position, attending to competing demands in an economy beset by
challenges.

Russia’s petro-dollar economic growth model was exhausted in 2013 when
growth fell to zero despite oil prices still over $100 at the time. The Kremlin has
failed to grasp the nettle and make the deep structural reforms needed to
invigorate its economy and has in the meantime fallen into the middle income
trap.

The Kremlin is not blind to the problem and in 2018 launched the 12 national
projects that are supposed to “transform” the economy, but a series of external
shocks in the form of the collapse of the oil prices in 2020 and the pandemic
have conspired to delay work and investment.

Consensus among economists suggests that investment in innovation and
infrastructure in high-productivity sectors will be an essential component of
successful economic policy in Russia. Existing development plans like the
National Priority Projects (first announced in 2005) and the Unified
Development Plan to 2030 (recently approved, but yet to be published) were
designed with this aim in mind, hoping to nurture the sectors which have the
greatest growth potential and the most overspill into other areas of the
economy.

With the economy bouncing back following  the coronacrisis Russia is in its
best position in years to make progress on the reform front in 2022, but it
remains to be seen if the political will is there. While the necessary reforms are
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obvious and the plan is in place, where Russia always falls down is on the
implementation.

Macro economy

The Russian economy recovered to pre-pandemic levels in 2021 after its
sharpest contraction in eleven years of 3% in 2020. But it may now face
headwinds from a possible drop in prices for oil, its main export, and numerous
interest rate hikes.

The latest Russian Economic Report from the World Bank expects Russian
growth to slow in 2022 and 2023 after a rebound of 4.3% GDP growth in 2021.
The Bank revised its 2022 GDP growth forecast downwards from 2.8% to
2.4%, while seeing the growth slowing down to 1.8% in 2023.

The EBRD also cut RUssia’s outlook for 2022 to 3% in November, citing risks
from a possible drop in oil prices in 2022 and the impact of the coronavirus
variants.

The World Bank named the four main risks to the Russian economy: the
pandemic, an unexpected surge of inflation, international sanctions, and, in the
long term, green energy transition. Low rates of vaccination in Russia make
the pandemic a particularly large threat to the economy.

As followed by bne IntelliNews, the Russian economy grew 4.3% year on year
during the third quarter of 2021, but the post-coronavirus (COVID-19) recovery
was  almost over by the autumn.

In a report on regional economic prospects, EBRD said the Russian economy
is boosted by social spending programmes that are facilitated by higher
commodity revenues, geopolitical tensions, notably the risk of further
sanctions, connected to military tensions on the Ukraine border also weigh on
growth prospects.

EBRD's forecasts are in line with those of the Russian central bank that
expects gross domestic product to grow by 4.0-4.5% in 2021 and by 2.0-3.0%
a year in 2022-2024.

Inflation remains the biggest challenge for the Russian economy in 2022 but
one that it already had well in hand as 2021 came to a close.

The Bank of Russia is way ahead of the curve with monetary tightening. It was
one of the first central banks to start rate hikes and one of the first to realise
that inflation is not just a temporary phenomenon. By now, the rate hike cycle
in Russia is almost done and remaining hikes are apparently fully priced in by
the financial markets.

Russia is likely to face a dilemma between supporting higher growth and fiscal
stability. If choosing the latter, Russia could attempt to promote infrastructure
spending and encourage the private sector to participate. The recovery in oil
production could be the primary driver in 2022, contributing nearly 1ppt.
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To encourage households to save, CBR could hike the key rate to 9% by 1Q22
before easing it to 8% by YE22. Higher commodity prices and the
attractiveness of the carry trade in Russia vs. other EMs should make the ruble
a bright spot in 2022. Geopolitical turbulence and the global strength of the US
dollar are likely to interfere with the ruble’s potential appreciation, which
analysts expect to fluctuate around a RUB/$ rate of 71-72 in 2022.

Markets outlook

Russian banks and companies are awash with money, having had their most
profitable year in a decade in 2021 partly driven by the post-COVID bounce
back. But many analysts are also arguing that the world is at the start of a new
business super cycle and that RUssia is especially well placed to benefit from
it.

“Essentially, financial trends in the corporate sector suggest that we are at the
beginning of a classic economic cycle. The onset of an economic cycle is a
much better explanation of the current economic developments than simplistic
references to COVID-related disruptions which are almost certainly going to
disappear,” VTB Capital (VTBC) argued in an end of year note.

“Yes, COVID played its role as a trigger of the economic cycle, but the
economic impact is going to last much longer than the pandemic itself. Soaring
margins are set to launch an investment cycle and we are already seeing this
in corporate capex plans. No one can say for sure how long this cycle might
last, but it is quite unlikely to roll over before the new capacity goes online,”
VTBC said.

On top of that the rise in oil and commodity prices has put the Russian
government back into profit earlier than expected and the country is running a
triple surplus once again – trade, currency account and federal budget.

For the equity market all these factors will conspire to make Russian stocks
appealing again. After lying moribund since the sanctions regime was imposed
in 214 and the RTS index trapped in a trading band between 900 and 1,300,
the stock market broke out in 2018 and rallied strongly in 2019. Again the
pandemic postponed the rally, but it quickly resumed in the last quarter of 2020
when the vaccines appeared and the RTS touched a decade-long high of
1,900 in October 2021, but ended 2021 at 1,593 after a sell off on the back of
rising geopolitical tensions.

Despite a sell off in the last months of 2021 due to renewed geopolitical
tensions, most analysts expect the stock market rally to continue in 2022 and
have an end of year RTS target of 2,000.
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2.0 Politics
Politics in Russian in 2021 was marked by a nasty change in tempo from
what bne IntelliNews columnist Mark Galeotti dubbed “repression-lite” to
the real thing.

Opposition figures, starting with anti-corruption activist Alexei Navalny, were
jailed or driven into exile. Opposition papers were branded “foreign agent” and
taken over, closed down or simply put out of business.

The Kremlin took the gloves off and noticeably tightened its control over the
system as it prepared for the crucial September general election, which of
course it won handsomely, putting the ruling United Russia party back into
power using blatant vote fixing, largely through the introduction of an opaque
electronic voting system over which it has complete control.

The September elections probably mark the last of the semi-free votes as the
electronic voting system was only used in 17 of Russia’s 85 regions, but by the
next elections it will be rolled out across the country.

Why the crackdown? The immediate goal was to ensure the reelection of
United Russia, which was doing badly in the polls. The irony is that United
Russia would have still won an open and free election, according to the
statistical studies that show up the rigging very clearly.

But elections in Russia are not so much about “winners” as “thresholds.” In a
free race the Communist Party of the Russian Federation (KPRF) would have
won triple as many seats and formed a real opposition block in the Duma and
United Russia would have lost control over the crucial Duma committees that
actually make the laws. It would have opened up parliamentary debate and all
the horse trading of party politics that comes with it. The Kremlin is still not
prepared to share power with anyone, even the compliant KPRF.

The crackdown on the opposition was probably triggered by Navalny’s return
to Russia despite the fact his arrest if he did return was well telegraphed in
advance. Navalny calculated that his arrest would trigger international outrage,
which it did. Where he possibly miscalculated is in the strength of his support
in the country and just how far the West would go to punish Russia for its
abuse of his rights.

Navalny called for mass protests and hundreds of thousands did come out on
to the streets in two rallies in January, but the protests failed to reach critical
mass and polls show that the majority of those protesting were protesting
against the Kremlin’s extra-judicial treatment of him rather than supporting
Navalny per se. The protests petered out and a third in the spring failed to
draw as significant numbers.

The West also baulked at imposing crushing sanctions on Russia to punish the
Kremlin for his arrest, although the complaints were loud and public. Brussels
has become shy of forming policy around individual cases after it tied aid to
Ukraine to the release of opposition firebrand Yulia Tymoshenko, after then
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president Viktor Yanukovych jailed her on trumped-up charges. When she was
finally released after Yanukovych fled the country following the EuroMaidan
revolution in 2014 Tymoshenko was well received by the crowd, but had clearly
lost her authority and much of her popularity.

Given the furor that Navalny’s arrest caused it seems the Kremlin decided that
if it was going to get tarred as repressive then it might as well go the whole hog
and use the incident to clean the house of all opposition forces as any
additional damage this caused to its reputation was incremental.

Falling popularity & 2024

Another reason for the crackdown is Putin’s popularity is falling slowly as
society matures slowly. This is a long slow process and while his personal
approval ratings remain high in the mid 60s, his trust rating is sinking slowly.

There is now a whole generation that was born after the fall of the Soviet
Union which had its 30th birthday in December this year and were children in
the hell of the 90s. This more worldly generation are relatively comfortable and
starting to demand more from government in terms of services, opportunity
and want more say in government.

Analysts argue that the start of the fall in Putin’s popularity began in 2018
when pension retirement ages were raised which destroyed the classic
Putin-era social contract: “you provide for us and leave our Soviet-style social
handouts alone, and we’ll vote for you and take no interest in your stealing and
bribe-taking.” A high level of support for Putin in the 2018 presidential elections
was mistakenly interpreted by the authorities as real political credit, rather than
indifference and mostly symbolic trust.

While purely political opposition remains stunted, protests on quality of life
issues can become large and vocal, which the Kremlin is struggling to contain.
It is clear that this dissent will eventually transform into large-scale popular
unrest, but for the moment Russians feel they have more to lose than to gain
from a colour revolution, with Ukraine providing the object lesson to curb their
revolutionary zeal. That gives Putin years to deal with the problem, but in the
meantime he is already shoring up his control to buy more time.

The other key recent change was the change to the constitution in June-July
2020 that allows Putin to stand for two more terms. His current term expires in
2024, but he could stand again and stay in office until 2036 if he choses. (He
has not confirmed that he will run in 2024.)

The change was designed to prevent the inevitable jockeying amongst the
Kremlin fractions to find an acceptable replacement for Putin. He himself said
in November that the uncertainty over his candidacy brings stability to Russian
politics as that jockeying won’t start until it is clear that he is leaving. The
danger is that the jockeying would destabilise domestic politics and reduce his
power.

New security deal
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While domestic politics will probably be quiet in 2022, the main danger for
investors in 2022 is the growing geopolitical tension between Russia and the
west.

In the two-hour December 7 virtual summit between Putin and US president
Joe Biden, the Russian leader laid out a set of demands for Nato to commit to
“legally binding” guarantees of no further expansion of Nato to the east and a
promise that Ukraine and Georgia would never be offered Nato membership,
as well as a list of other security arrangements spelled out in a five point list
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

bne IntelliNews has reported on this in depth, but briefly Putin is conceding
that there will never be good relations between East and West and is
proposing a return to the Cold War arrangements of security guarantees that
are backed up by the threat of force.

Putin has been complaining about Nato fairly continuously since he took office
and in 2008 the Russian Foreign Ministry drew up a draft plan for a new
pan-European security deal that included a fair specific framework proposal
released by the Russian Foreign Ministry in 2009. But that, and all Putin’s
other complaints, have been ignored by the west. In October the build up of
Russian forces on Ukraine’s border was designed to force the issue of security
talks between East and West onto the international agenda.

And it was successful. A few days after Putin and Biden met a high level
meeting was held between Nato members and Russia to get the ball rolling.

However, actually a new security deal, or even getting the West to agree to
talks on drawing up a new security deal, will be extremely difficult. Russia will
retain the right to ratchet up tensions at will if the Western resolves to negotiate
flags. And it will as any concessions to Putin will appear as “appeasement” and
be a very hard sell at home.

This means that 2022 could see further bouts of showdowns and military
tension, depending on how accommodating Biden chooses to be. And with
domestic pressure at home not to pander to Putin, Biden finds himself in a
difficult position.

Having said all that, the Russian population is increasingly unhappy with the
Kremlin’s increasing aggressive stance, which is undermining Putin’s
popularity and limits how tough he can be. State propaganda has overused its
powers of mobilisation. Instead of mobilisation, it has created a fear of world
war.

While 86% of Russians were happy with the annexation of the Crimea – and
remain happy – a Levada Center poll shows that only 25% approve of the
military action in Donbas. Russians are uncomfortable with Russian troops in a
territory they clearly consider to be Ukrainian.

At the end of 2018, 56% of respondents to a Levada Center survey said there
was a significant military threat from other countries. This year, the fear of a
world war has increased dramatically, reaching a solid second place in a
Levada Center list of the top issues causing Russians to worry. The other fears
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that have risen in parallel with that of war are those of an increasingly harsh
political regime, mass repression, and arbitrary rule: the authoritarianization of
the Russian political regime has not gone unnoticed.

War is the business of young people and conscripts. But 66 percent of
Russians aged between 18 and 24 have a positive or very positive attitude
toward Ukraine, according to Levada.
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3.0 Macro Economy
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• GDP

Russia is on course to finish 2021 with a strong 4.3% growth before
growth slows to around 2.6% in 2022, according to official forecasts.

The official forecast for growth in 2022 is of 2.5%, rising to 3% in 2023, but
considerable uncertainty remains due to the effects of the ongoing pandemic
and geopolitical tensions.

Compared with October, the forecast for 2021, 2022 and 2024
remained unchanged according to the CBR’s December survey. The
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forecast for 2023 decreased by 0.2 p.p.

The pandemic knocked the economy back, but did not do significant damage.
The scale of demographic damage only remains to be seen in the following
years as more evidence emerges.

As of the end of 2021, the consensus expects Russia to gradually
underperform the global economic growth rate in the coming quarters, but by a
relatively small margin of 1-2 percentage points.

Putin’s goal of achieving faster growth than the global average (so Russia’s
economy does not fall further behind the rest of the world’s) is going to be
missed.

  "The results of the past 10-15 years give us reason to believe that we will
continue to develop at the rates that we need. In any case, we would very
much like the growth rates of the Russian economy to be slightly higher than
the global average," Putin said at VTB’s annual Russia Calling! conference
said. "This year it will be 4.7%. I don’t know if we will be able to maintain these
rates in 2022, there are different opinions on the matter. But I would very much
like them to be higher than the global rates. I am sure we can do it. But we will
see."

According to him, in order to support economic growth, the Russian authorities
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are focusing on demographic issues, investments, labour productivity,
economic diversification tied to modern digitalization trends, as well as the
healthcare sector, and stable macroeconomic situation.

Russia’s economy returned to growth in March of 2021 and grew strongly in
the summer, partly on low base effects, but growth was starting to slow in the
last quarter as the bounce back effects wore off.

Russia’s economic growth will moderate to 2.6% in 2022 and analysts expect
domestic consumption to soften in 2022 with retail trade slowing to 3.3% in
2022 vs 7.1% projected in 2021.

Inflation remains a drag on growth as does the multiple rate hikes during 2021
as the CBR tried to bring prices under control. WIth a 100bp hike in December
analysts think that the tightening cycle has now ended and the CBR may go
back to cutting rates in 2H22.

More waves of the pandemic also pose serious risks to growth in 2022.   At the
beginning of November 2021, only 33% of the population in Russia was
vaccinated and is not growing as the population remains very reluctant to get
the jab.

Russian GDP growth in 2021 forecasts

Alfa Bank 2.5%

Sova Capital 2.8%

Economic Development Ministry 2.7%-3.3%

CBR 3%-4%

World Bank 2.7%

IMF 3%-3.5%

EBRD 4%
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• CPI

Russian inflation soared in 2021 to reach a five-year peak of 8.4% in
October before starting to fall again slowly as the year drew to a close.

Inflation is expected to fall to an average of 4% in 2022 and end that year at
3.8% before falling again to 3.7% and 3.6% respectively the following year,
according to Rosstat.

BCS GM forecast that inflation will peak at end-2021 and then decline to c5%
by end-2022, still up from the CBR target level of 4%.

However, with inflation expectations amongst the population unanchored and
persistent problems to supply chains inflation pressures remain stubbornly
high, despite an aggressive tightening policy by the CBR which hiked rates by
a full percentage point in December to bring the prime rate to 8.5%.

CBR governor Elvira Nabiullina has argued that high inflation is not a
temporary phenomenon and the decade-long period of low inflation has ended
and a new period of higher average inflation has arrived. Nevertheless, the
CBR remains committed to bring inflation back down to its target rate of 4%.
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The CBR carried out a macroeconomic survey in December. The
consensus forecast for 2021 inflation was raised from 7.0% in October
to 8.2% in December, and from 4.2% to 4.8% in 2022, respectively. In
2023-2024, analysts expect inflation to stabilise at the Bank of Russia’s
target.

Nabiullina reported the rate of price increases for food reached double digits in
the last quarter of 2021, and the most vulnerable will suffer first from inflation,
the governor said in a speech at the State Duma in the middle of November.

Everyday Russians are feeling its effects; a survey by the Higher School of
Economics found that 69% of Russians say they are “experiencing financial
difficulties.”

In her speech, Nabiullina also confirmed the CBR’s forecast of 7.4-7.9%
inflation by the end of 2021. The CBR hiked rates by 100bp in December to
bring the prime rate to 8.5% for the whole year.

However, as the CBR started hiking rates early in 2021 inflation is thought to
have peaked and will start falling again in 2022 back towards the CBR’s target
rate of 4%.
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Food prices are the key factor driving up inflation. The Ministry of Agriculture
reports that, because of climate conditions, the wholesale prices of potatoes
and cabbage were up 70% year on year in 2021. While the headline rate
appears fairly modest, the prices for staples like bread and sugar are up in
double digits affecting the poorest the most who are experiencing inflation
rates on the order of 30% or more.

Kirill Tremasov, head of the CBR’s monetary policy department, warned food
prices may continue to rise in 2022 due to high prices for raw materials and
fertiliser.

In the long run, economic forecasts predict inflation will slow and so will
economic growth. An updated forecast from the Analytical Credit Rating
Agency (ACRA) predicts inflation will approach the 4% target by December
2022, but economic growth will slow to 2% from 4% in 2021 in the meantime.
Nabiullina says the key rate will return to its neutral level of 5-6% no earlier
than mid-2023.

• CBR interest rates

Inflation remains the biggest challenge for the Russian economy in 2022
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but one that it already had well in hand as 2021 came to a close. Russia
was hit by persistently high inflation in 2021 which peaked at 8.4% in
November, having rinsen post Soviet lows of under 2% in 2019.

Following a 100bp hike at the December CBR meeting Russia ends 2021 with
a prime rate of 8.5%, bringing the rate above the 8.1% inflation rate as of
November, the last result available. However, weekly data in December
suggests that inflation has peaked and will start falling in the first quarter of
2022.

The key rate could rise to 9% in the first half of 2022, but analysts speculate
there could be two rate cuts in the second half of the year bringing the rate
back to 8%-8.5%.

The forecast for 2022 in the CBR’s December survey increased by 1
p.p. to 7.8% per annum. The 2023 forecast rose 0.7 p.p. to 6.3%.
Further, analysts expect the key rate to average 5.5% per annum
thereafter.

The Bank of Russia is way ahead of the curve with monetary tightening. It was
one of the first central banks to start rate hikes and one of the first to realise
that inflation is not just a temporary phenomenon. By now, the rate hike cycle
in Russia is almost done and remaining hikes are apparently fully priced in by
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the financial markets.

The CBR was afraid that inflation expectations amongst the population had
become unanchored and started an aggressive policy of rate hikes throughout
the year. While the headline rate was around 8% in the autumn the population
- especially those with no savings at the bottom end of the social strata, were
expecting and experiencing inflation in the low to mid-teens.

Economists are arguing that high inflation is here to stay after  a decade of low
inflation and that a new business cycle has begun. Central banks need to
abandon the idea that inflation is transitory, and the recent comments from Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell suggest that this is already happening. Once central
banks start rate hikes, they are going to have to move swiftly, since by that
time inflation will have been above target for quite a while.
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• FX

The ruble will be on a rollercoaster ride in 2021. As of December it was one of
the best performing EM currencies having returned 5.8% over the first eleven
months of the year. But the Russian currency sold off again in the last two
months of the year due to revived geopolitical tensions.

The CBR December survey forecast for the  USD/RUB exchange rate  did not
change significantly from previous estimates. On average over the year in
2021-2024, the exchange rate will be in the range of 72.1-73.5 rubles per
dollar, the CBR said, although the ruble exchange rate remains extremely
vulnerable to fluctuations in geopolitical tensions.

Fitch holds  a slightly less bullish ruble view over the longer term,
forecasting an average of RUB71.0/USD in 2022, compared to
RUB69.00/USD it forecast earlier. The less bullish conviction is
underpinned by expectations that the  short-term tailwinds of higher oil
prices and the end of the pandemic will wane over the course of 2022.
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Thanks to the so-called budget rule, the ruble’s dependence on the oil prices
has been broken. In 2020 the currency held up remarkably well after oil prices
collapsed, partly due to the budget rule, but also because of the large inflows
into the Russian Ministry of Finance ruble-denominated OFZ treasury bills
market: oil prices were down by 50% while the ruble only fell 17%.

However, the ruble is more sensitive to geopolitics than it is to  oil. With the
recovery of oil prices to around $80 pre barrel the ruble strengthened from its
low of RUB77 to the dollar and was approaching the analysts year end target
of RUB70 when fears of a Russian military attack on Ukraine resurfaced and
drove the ruble back down to RUB74.

As most investors do not expect a war to break out the ruble is expected to
recover back to around the RUB70 mark in 2022, but Fitch points out that in
the longer term the currency remains exposed to several risks.

“By the end of 2021 we therefore forecast the ruble to strengthen to
RUB70.00/USD, from a RUB 72.44/USD at the end of 2020,” said Fitch in a
note. “Our longer-term outlook for the ruble is now slightly less bullish, with our
average forecast for 2022 now standing at RUB71.00/USD, compared to
RUB69.00/USD previously. Lower oil prices and a potential re-pricing in
interest rate expectations amid a sooner-than-expected US rate hike underpin
the weaker outlook.”

The optimism on the exchange rate is based on a number of fundamental
strengths Russia is enjoying now and is likely to continue to enjoy in 2022.

Oil and Gas prices in particular remain very supportive, with both commodities
having appreciated by 11.1% and 32.3% in 11M21.

“Looking ahead, the near-term outlook for both commodities remains bullish,
as futures markets are pricing in further upside over the coming months.
Russian hydrocarbons export revenue growth, accounting for 50% of the total,
should therefore remain elevated, supporting the ruble in the months ahead,”
Fitch said.

The ruble’s appeal is also supported by the series of CBR rate hikes that have
improved the ruble’s carry trade appeal, says Fitch. The CBR hiked rates by
425bp in 2022 which means the real yield spread over the US benchmark has
been widening. That has pulled more money back into the OFZ market and so
like in 2020 that is holding up the value of the currency.
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"Russia's strong current account surplus demonstrates that the recent ruble
weakness has been the result of geopolitical tensions and increased capital
outflow. If the situation begins to return to normal, we would expect the ruble
[exchange rate] to move below RUB70 for US dollar very quickly," the analysts
warn.

• External sector

Russia's foreign trade surplus in January-October amounted to $149bn,
which is 1.8 times more than in the same period last year, the Federal
Customs Service (FCS) reported . Russia's foreign trade turnover for the
specified period increased by 36.7% in annual terms and amounted to
$627.8bn.

Russia is expected to end 2021 with a trade surplus of $120bn that will
rise to $125bn in 2022 and $130bn in 2023. However, it smashed through
the official forecasts with a $163bn trade surplus in 11M21.

Most of the gains are from the growing mutual trade with China, where
turnover broke through the $100bn mark in November to reach $127bn,
according to Putin. The two countries want to reach $200bn of turnover in the
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coming years.

Likewise, Russia was expected to end 2021 with a current account
surplus of $39bn that will rise to $44bn in 2022 and then $40bn in 2023.
However, again  thanks to the unexpectedly high oil prices Russia blew
through the estimated surplus to earn a surplus of $111bn in
January-November – a new all time high and three times more than in the
same period in 2020. Sberbank predicts the full year surplus will be $120bn.

The estimate for the trade and current account surpluses in 2022 already look
extremely conservative but will depend on how long the commodity price boom
continues. The estimates for the price of oil in 2022 vary widely from around
$65 per barrel to $120bn but on balance economists were starting to say that
global growth is already slowing as 2021 comes to an end and commodity
prices may cool as a result. Sberbank predicts the current account surplus in
2022 will fall slightly to $115bn from $120bn in 2021.

Still, 2021 was a very good year for trade. Russian exports reached $388.4bn
(+ 42.8%). Non-CIS countries accounted for 86.9%, CIS countries - 13.1%.
Fuel and energy products remained the main Russian export.

According to the Central Bank, there is an increase in the current account
surplus in Russia, which grew almost 2.5 times over the year - to $111.4bn, but
at the same time, a record net outflow of private capital since 2014. The
outflow to balance of payments surplus ratio was 66%.

Russia received a windfall in 2021 as oil prices finally recovered to reach
$80 a barrel, filling up the state’s coffers faster than anyone expected.

The current account of Russia's balance of payments continued to expand in
November 2021, reaching a record monthly reading of $17bn and pushing the
11M21 surplus to $111bn, according to the CBR.

bne IntelliNews has previously reported in detail that Russia’s current account
has stabilised despite higher oil prices in October.

High commodity prices and external demand in November kept pushing up the
trade balance surplus by $20bn to $163bn for 11M21 overall, while imports
remained muted, according to the CBR's estimates, due to the weaker ruble
and a slight softening in domestic demand.

This was a big turn around from 2019 and 2020 when economists were
expecting the current account to go into the red for the first time in more than
decade.
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• FDI

An important target for policymakers is attracting more investment
but foreign direct investment (FDI) in Russia last year was the
lowest since 2003.

Of the FDI which was recorded in 2020, much is assumed actually to be
domestic investment which was sent through offshore centres for
reasons of tax and bureaucratic planning, according to information cited
in a recent report by the Bank of Finland Institute for Emerging
Economies (BOFIT).

Ever since sanctions were implemented in 2013, Russia’s net inflow of
FDI has nearly halved, as investors grapple with the blow dealt to
Russia’s international reputation and complications associated with
owning Russian assets abroad due to the legal implications of
sanctions.

Having said that, the FDI picture is confusing as the official statistics
only identify the origin of  FDI by the last country the money moved
through before arriving in Russia. By that score the most investment
comes from Cyprus. An investigation by bne found that if you trace the
money back to its beneficial origin then the picture changes
dramatically and the most FDI into Russia is actually from the USA.
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In addition much of the FDI in Russia is actually the reinvested earnings
of foreign companies already working in Russia – which is not counted
as FDI in many other countries.

In interviews with bne IntelliNews foreign investors already in Russia
are extremely happy with their investments – one investor described
Russia as a “gold mine” – and they reinvest every penny they make into
expanding their Russian operations.

Moreover, the Kremlin is not very focused on FDI as the country is
already awash with investment capital so attracting FDI has been less
high on the government’s agenda than in many other poorer countries.

To attack more FDI would require more work on improving the business
climate, legal system and property rights which are still lacking.

• Real incomes

Russia’s real wages have been stagnant or falling slowly for about six
years, since the annexation of Crimea, but they returned to modest
growth in the last two years.

Nominal wages have been rising faster than the rate of inflation (c8%) and as
inflation starts to fall in 2022 these gains will become more noticeable that will
drive more growth-fuelling consumption.

Analysts raised the forecast for nominal wage growth for 2021-2023. In 2021,
growth is expected to be 9.3% (8.8% in October). In 2022, the growth rate will
be 7.3% (6.8% in October), 6.2% in 2023, and 6.0% in 2024, according to the
CBR’s December survey.
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Wages got a boost from nominal increases and social support payments by the
Kremlin in September to counteract the effects of soaring inflation. The fact
that there was a general election in September also helped persuade the
Kremlin to drop some more money on groups like pensioners.

Average nominal wages in 2021 rose to a peak of RUB58,782 ($810) in
June, but fell back again in the second half of the year bottoming out at
RUB52,355 ($711) in August before starting to rise again in September as the
government’s social spending started to hit accounts.

Real wages were growing all year in 2021 by between 1.5% and 2% but
surged in April and June, up 7.8% y/y and 4.9% respectively. But with inflation
high and the ruble weakening in dollar terms wages have remained fairly
stagnant at an average of  $737 during the year, which is still up from $707
average in 2019, the last year of strong growth.

The median salary in Russia climbed by 9.2% in annual terms in the third
quarter of 2021, according to RBC citing a joint survey by Sberindex and
Rabota.ru service.

The median wage is the amount for which half of all workers are paid more or
less than the median income. The minimum wage establishes the lowest pay
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that a full-time employee may be paid.

According to the statistics department, the median pay in Russia in 2020 was
RUB32,422 ($437). Rosstat calculates the minimum wage at 42% of the
median pay.

The following industries had the largest increases in median wages:

Information technology and communications – 13.5%;
Finance and insurance – 13.1%;
Trade – 12.9%;
Hotels and catering – 12.8%;
Construction – 12.5%;
Extraction of minerals – 10.7%;
Agriculture – 10.3%;
Manufacturing industries – 10%.

According to the report, the wage bill (businesses’ spending for employee pay)
increased by 13.8% year on year in the third quarter of 2021.

Increasing wages is an important plank in Putin’s economic revival plan as
falling standards of living are fermenting social unrest and the Kremlin realises
that the trend needs to be reversed.

Raising incomes has been a key part of Putin’s long-term strategy. During the
boom years in the noughties public sector wages, which connected to half the
population, were raised by around 10% a year for nearly a decade as the state
realised that the gap between private sector and public sector income needed
to be closed. That led to a consumption-driven boom and the economy
flourished.

Now the Kremlin is proposing to repeat the trick, which will be driven by
massive state investment into infrastructure, which will eat up about a third of
the RUB27 trillion national projects programme.
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• Unemployment

The pandemic caused unemployment to spike to 6.8% from post-Soviet
historical lows in 2019, but thanks to the stronger than expected
economic bounce back in 2021 unemployment level fell back to its
previous lows as the year came to an end.

But the pandemic has significantly altered the structure of the demand for
labour. These shifts, coupled with the slow adjustment of supply in the labour
market, have increased the natural rate of unemployment. This is evidenced
by, among other things, the surge in the demand for labour and intensified
inflationary pressure, even though unemployment has not fully returned to the
pre-pandemic rate.

One of the most important indicators of the labour market is the dynamics of
wages. By the end of the first half of the year, the growth of nominal wages
reached double digits. The highest rates were demonstrated by the industries
facing a considerable rise in the demand for labour and higher competition for
workers among employers.

If the labour market maintains this trend in the next few quarters, the structural
changes in the demand for labour may well support the generally faster growth
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of wages in the economy, which will add to the strong inflationary pressures.
Higher employment rates and wages in the leading industries will boost
competition in the labour market and the growth of wages in other sectors as
well. Wages may even rise faster than labour productivity, say economists.

In 53 Russian constituent entities, employment indicators have surpassed
pre-pandemic levels by December, but the number of people registered in job
centres does not reach 820,000. Rosstat figures show that unemployment is at
an all-time low in many regions.

• Retail

Russian retail turnover is expected to increase by 8% year on year to
$510bn (about RUB38 trillion) in 2021, catching up with the pre-coronavirus
(COVID-19) levels of 2019 and closing the 6% contraction to $479bn seen in
2020.

But due to the high base of recovering demand in 2021 and diminishing
stimulus from fiscal policy, analysts  expect that domestic consumption will
soften in 2022. According to estimates, retail trade may deteriorate to 3.3% in
2022 vs 8% projected in 2021.

Estimates of Deloitte are in line with the forecast of domestic Infoline-Analytics
that also expects retail turnover to top RUB39 trillion in 2021 (15% growth in
Infoline estimates), with the non-food and food segments accounting for
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RUB22 trillion and RUB18 trillion respectively.

The report expects retail turnover to keep growing by 2024 and catch up with
the pre-sanction peak of $600bn seen in 2020-2011. Infoline-Analytics believes
that the growth rate of retail turnover against the background of lower inflation
and the effect of a high base this year will gradually slow down - to 8% in 2022
and 6.5-7% in 2023-2024.

Analysts surveyed by Kommersant believe that large retail chains such as X5
Group and Magnit are the main beneficiaries of forced spending cuts on
entertainment and travel during the pandemic.

Should COVID-19 limitations be eased, in 2022 large retail chains might have
to seek non-organic growth through M&A. The household electronics market is
seen supported by stable demand.

bne IntelliNews already highlighted that the Russian retail sector has entered a
phase of rapid consolidation and mergers and acquisitions are expected to be
the main growth driver for the largest Russian food retailers.

Analysts have a positive stance on the Russian retail space for 2022,
seeing strong growth opportunities for all names, at a blended 1.2x in
sales, with 2022F EV/EBITDA and P/E multiples that are appealing relative to
EM peers (blended 5x EV/EBITDA, 10x P/E).

On top of that, all companies are becoming more attractive dividend stories,
with an average 2022F DY of 10%.

Despite having Buy recommendations for all of the stocks, VTB  prefers
Russian food retail companies to non-food names, as uncertainty over
lockdowns, QR codes and the threat of ecommerce penetration create more
risks for our 2022 forecasts (although they do not undermine our long-term
growth assumptions).

Within food retail, there is more upside and focus on Magnit, as it offers sales
growth twice as high as at X5 in 2022F, plus it has more potential to unlock its
internal operating potential. Another choice in the non-food space is with
Detsky Mir, as analysts expect superior operations and dividends to Fix Price
and M.video.
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• Decarbonisation

The impact of global energy transition on the Russian economy: by 2035
the losses are marginal, but by 2050 Russian exports are expected to be
reduced by 3-10%, revenues from oil & gas and coal exports will fall by
20-30% and that will reduce the size of the Russian GDP by 0.3-3%, say
experts.

Decarbonising Russia also poses a growth risk as it will be a costly
endeavour. Russia is revving up to launch a four-decade-long, RUB480 trillion
($6.5 trillion) investment campaign to reduce carbon emissions by 60% before
2050 from 2019 levels, of which RUB89 trillion ($1.2 trillion) will come from
public funds.

After a slow start a string of environmental disasters in 2021 seems to have
woken the Kremlin up to the dangers and encouraged it to grasp the nettle. As
bne IntelliNews has reported, Russia’s permafrost is melting and could cause
over a trillion dollars worth of damage to the Russian economy.

President Vladimir Putin offered an optimistic scenario of Russia’s attempts to
reduce its CO2 emissions during his speech at the Russia Calling! Conference
on 30 November.

The president said Russia could reach carbon neutrality even earlier than the
2060 target if all the goals in the plan are met on time. The country has “a
whole set of tools for reducing the economy’s carbon intensity” and a
comprehensive roadmap will be ready by March 1, 2022.

The president also promised Russia will develop renewables and hydrogen
projects (including green hydrogen), and will benefit from the current large
share of low-carbon generation in the mix.

“The country should also use the absorption potential of its forests, fighting
forest fires more effectively and growing new forests,” said Putin, highlighting a
big part of Russia’s plan to reduce its emissions.

Then on July 1 next year Russia will formally launch a massive climate
initiative with the goal of reaching carbon neutrality by 2060. A new
programme of energy efficiency will also be finalised by October 1, 2022.

VTB issued a report in December that looked at some of the cheaper and
easier things Russia can do to reduce its emissions and estimated they can be
reduced by a quarter for a price tag of RUB43 trillion (the equivalent of 1.3% of
GDP per annum), and 50% of them for RUB86.6 trillion (2.7% of GDP per
annum).
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As these investments are pure cost they will come with price rises to close the
gap. The most substantial price hike to foot the CO2 removal bill is required in
the power (28% end-user price increase) and cement (40%) sectors, says
VTBC. Decarbonising the oil & gas and metals & mining sectors would have a
minimal effect on product pricing, the bank adds.

“Full decarbonisation requires annual capex at 5x annual EBITDA for transport,
2-3x for cement/chemicals, 1-1.5x for the power sector and waste, and less
than 1x for oil & gas and M&M, keeping the dividend prospects in these
sectors the highest in the economy, which is going through a green
transformation,” VTBC said.

During his speech at Russia Calling! Putin also said that he has ordered the
Ministry of Finance and Central Bank of Russia (CBR) to work out tax credits,
subsidies and guarantees for companies undertaking green projects also by
March 1, 2022, when a register of climate projects will be finalised.

The cost of the programme means that MinFin and the CBR will play key roles,
as the spending is bound to be inflationary at a time when Russia is already
struggling to contain rising prices. “We think that 40-year decarbonisation could
add as much as 12% to the real price increase (or a proportionate margin
contraction),” the analysts at VTBC estimate.

“Our study shows that full decarbonisation would require a significant step-up
in investment across the sectors (except for oil & gas). For some sectors, such
as power, transport and chemicals, this step-up might translate into a
two-three-fold increase in investments. However, we note that the existing CO2
reduction targets are milder and can generally be dealt with as part of Russian
corporates’ announced investment programmes (except for the power sector),”
says VTBC.

Russian ministries expect carbon neutrality earlier than 2060. The State
Duma approved the legislation for the island of Sakhalin experiment on 21
December.

During the Duma meeting, the Head of the Ministry of Industry and Trade,
Denis Manturov, noted that the ministry expected industries to be able to
achieve carbon neutrality earlier than 2060 (possibly in 2050). According to
Manturov, in the M&M and Chemicals space, a package of measures is to be
implemented, leading to tangible results.

Companies are stepping up their climate impact rhetoric, setting
decarbonisation targets and working out what has to be done to achieve them
(considering not only Scope 1, but Scope 2 emissions as well). And as
legislation is rolled out, the requirements for them are becoming stricter, with
the aim for Russia to reach carbon neutrality earlier than 2060.
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4.0 Budget & Debt

Main parameters of 2021-2023 federal budget

2020 2021 2022 2023

Revenues RUB
trillion

17.9 18.8 20.6 22.3

Expenditures
RUB trillion

22.6 21.5 21.9 23.7

Budget deficit
RUB trillion

-4.7 -2.8 -1.2-1.4 -1.2-1.4

Budget deficit %
GDP

-4.4 -2.4 -1.0-1.1 -1.0-1.1

State borrowing
RUB trillion

4.4 2.9 2.1-2.4 2.1-2.4

Source: Ministry of Finance

• Federal budget 2021-2023

Russia is back in triple surplus – trade, current account and budget – as
commodity and oil prices rise strongly in 2020 and 2021. Moreover, the
current account was at an all time high in December 2021.

  The budget was forecast to end 2021 with a deficit but ended up closing the
year flat thanks to soaring oil prices. The outlook for 2022 is for another deficit
of -0.5%, but with expectations for higher oil prices in 2022 the budget will very
likely end the year in surplus.

  In the last quarter of 2020, the budget went into deficit at approximately
RUB4.1 trillion Russian, but by the second quarter of 2021 it went back into
surplus of RUB775bn Russian rubles. The end of 2021 the budget was
essentially flat with a 0.07% deficit, according to Finance Minister Anton
Siluanov, well ahead of the -2.4% of GDP deficit predicted in the current
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budget plan.

While growth for 2021 is expected to end the year at slightly above 4%
analysts expect the growth rate to fall back to around 2% in the next few years
thanks to the lack of progress in reforms. However, the actual rate will depend
on how successful the Kremlin is in ramming through its 12 national projects
programme. As 2021 came to an end the government had begun switching its
spending from social support – the last social hand out was made in
September to support incomes in the face of an economic slowdown caused
by the COVID pandemic – and ramping up investment.

This investment spending has already successfully engendered growth and
real income growth when it was first rolled out in the second half of 2019 and
given the government’s healthy finances following 2021 it seems likely that the
programme of heavy spending on infrastructure and other projects will resume
in 2022 that could end with a growth surprise in 2022 as well.

To get a better insight on the actual health of the underlying economy it
is useful to look at the “non-oil deficit” – the deficit Russia would have if
you count out all the money it earns from oil exports.

In the good years Russia has run a non-oil deficit of around 4% of GDP – in
other words it has used the oil revenues to subsidise budget spending.

In the crisis years the non-oil deficit has blown out to around 13% of GDP as
the government taps into its vast cash reserves to prop up the economy.

Currently Russia is running a roughly 7% non-oil deficit which means that the
situation is improving but things are still not quite back to normal.

If the predictions of $120 oil materialise then the non-oil deficit will return to the
boom year levels, but even if oil comes in at $65 then the non-oil deficit is
unlikely to increase; the Kremlin will simply curb spending to keep the
non-deficit at manageable levels.

  The parameters of the 2021-23 federal budget were generally in line with
expectations.

The budget planning for 2022-2024 was approved in Russia with a base
price for oil of $44.2 in 2022 of $45 and in 2023 rising to $45.9 in 2024.
Revenues from oil and gas are expected to be $130bn in 2022 (7.2% of GDP
and 38.1% of budget) falling to $126bn in 2023 (6.5% of GDP, 36%of budget),
then again to $117bn in 2024. This is calculated with a RUB73 to the dollar
exchange rate. In 2021 the average rate was RUB73.7 to the dollar and the
revenues from oil and gas are expected to be $114.8meaning 35.5% of the
budget and 6.8% of GDP.
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Overall revenues are expected to climb to RUB18.8 trillion in 2021, up
from RUB17.9 trillion in 2020, and then rise to RUB20.6 trillion in 2022 and
RUBR22.3 trillion in 2023.

Expenditures will shrink to RUB21.5 trillion in 2021, down from RUB22.6
trillion in 2020. The higher spending this year was due to measures taken to
combat the pandemic. Nominal expenditures are then slated to rise to
RUB21.9 trillion in 2022 and to RUB23.7 trillion in 2023.

As a result of these plans, the budget deficit is expected to shrink to
RUB2.8 trillion (2.4% of GDP) in 2021, versus RUB4.7 trillion (4.4% of GDP)
in 2020. In 2022-23, the deficit is set to stabilise at RUB1.2-1.4 trillion
(1.0-1.1% of GDP).

The main source of financing the deficit in 2020-23 will be borrowing, which will
even exceed the budget deficit over all three years. In 2022, net borrowing is
expected to slide to RUB2.9 trillion, down from RUB4.4 trillion in 2021. In
2022-23, it will stabilise at RUB2.1-2.4 trillion, thus substantially exceeding the
expected budget deficit.

The reason for this is that the government plans to start accumulating
additional oil and gas revenues in the National Welfare Fund (NWF) to the tune
of about RUB0.7 trillion in 2022 and RUB0.8 trillion in 2023.

• Debt and gross international reserves

Russia’s gross international reserves remained at an all time high of
around $625bn as 2021 came to an end, partly thanks to an IMF grant of
$17.5bn in September as part of a global COVID-recovery package.

    The National Welfare Fund (NWF) held $185bn or about 12% of GDP in
December, down slightly from $197bn in November.

Under the new budget the funds in the NWF are expected to increase in the
coming years as Putin ruled that the cap on spending funds in the fund be
lifted from 7% of GDP to 10%. The so-called liquid funds in the NWF have
been used to finance state infrastructure projects and other long-term projects
that are part of the national projects programme.

The increase in the cap suggests that Putin is anticipating more sanctions
pressure from the West as Russia already has almost two years of import
cover as reserves, which are far in excess of what is needed to ensure the
stability of the currency. What the huge reserves do is make Russia
sanctions-proof and are seen by the Kremlin as a strategic necessity.

Building up such enormous reserves means Russia has effectively been
running an austerity budget for years that has hobbled growth whereas if these
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reserves were released much faster rates of growth would be possible.
However, as Putin considers the showdown with the West and defining its
security relations as unfinished business these funds will not be touched until
that work is over, if ever.

Russia’s debt increased slightly during 2020 as it coped with the pandemic
rising from 15% of GDP to just over 20%. But as the pandemic recedes and as
the charts show Russia is expecting to go back to reducing its debt in the
coming years.

External debt of the Russian Federation as of September 30, 2021,
according to the Bank of Russia’s estimate, amounted to $489.2, having
increased since the beginning of the year by $21.9bn, or by 4.7%.

Russia has enough in reserves to be able to pay off its entire external and
public debt tomorrow in cash and still have $100bn of cash left over, which is
more than enough to ensure the stability of the ruble.

Like building up huge reserves as a strategic imperative, the flip side of the
same coin is to pay down international debt and keep Russia’s exposure to the
international capital markets to a minimum. As a result Russia has massively
reduced its exposure to the US T bill market and has been using its domestic
Russian Ministry of Finance ruble-denominated OFZ treasury bills to fund the
budget spending instead.

Likewise it has decreased the share of dollars that it holds as part of its
reserves and increased the other countries as well as adding the Chinese
yuan to the mix. China’s yuan has become the fourth largest component of
Russia’s international reserves after the euro (32%), the US dollar (22%), and
gold (17%).

The  foreign debt liabilities of the private sector have remained almost
unchanged in 2021: growth of Banks’ debt to non-residents by $5.8bn to
$77.9bn was partially offset by a decline in the external debt of Other sectors
by $4.9bn to $312.0bn.

Russian banks and corporates built up large external debts in the boom years
of the noughties, but following the 2008 crisis they rapidly deleveraged and
have not built up the same debt again subsequently.
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5.0 Real Economy

• Industrial production and PMI

After crashing in 2020, Russian industrial production recovered strongly
in 2021 led by energy, metals and manufacturing, all of which were
earning outsized profits.

The full year estimate for industrial production in 2021 is for 4.5% growth
year-on-year, which is expected to slow to 3.5% in 2022 and then again to
3.0% in the next two years.

In terms of just economics the outlook for 2022 is good. Business confidence is
at a decade-long high and the manufacturing PMI in the last few months of
2022 was also strong with panellists in the IHS Markit survey also maintaining
a positive outlook for the next year. Moreover, analysts say that the high profits
in 2021 will spur a capex spending spree that will further drive growth in 2022.

However, as the bounce back effects disappear in 2022 growth will slow and
Russia will revert to its lower growth path and continue to underperform due to
the lack of strategic reforms and underinvestment.

Risks also remain significant, says the World Bank, which cut its forecast
outlook for the new year. "There are four risks that are important. The first one
is the pandemic, a very significant factor. Then you have inflation. Then you
have geopolitics," Renaud Seligmann, the World Bank's country director in
Russia, told Reuters in December.

An unknown on the upside is how effective the state’s investment into the 12
national projects proves to be. The government has earmarked RUB27 trillion
($364bn) for this programme that could provide a Keynesian boost to growth if
it is successfully implemented.

The breakdown of the October industrial production results gives some insight
into the structure of industrial growth and is unlikely to change that much in
2022.

Russia’s industrial production growth accelerated to 7.1% year on year in
October from 6.9% y/y in September, which meant output was up 5.0% y/y in
10M21, RosStat reported on November 25. In seasonally adjusted terms,
industrial production was up 0.8% m/m in October following 1.8% growth in
September.

The acceleration in y/y growth was driven mainly by the mining and quarrying
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sector, which grew 10.9% y/y versus 9.0% in September, driven by an increase
in the production of oil and gas (up 8.9% y/y), coal (9.1%) and other natural
resources (7.8%), as well as an increase in associated services (up 30.1%),
Sberbank CIB reports.

At the same time, growth in October slowed in manufacturing (to 4.5% y/y from
5.1%), the electricity, gas and heat sector (to 8.0% from 9.6%), and the water
and waste management segment (to 6.3% from 11.7%).

Within the manufacturing sector, growth remained strong in categories
including beverages (13.6% y/y), paper and paper products (9.4%), oil
products (11.9%), drugs and medicine (29%), machinery and equipment
(17.2%), and transport equipment excluding cars (18.7%).

Other segments registered a clear slowdown, including metals (output was flat
y/y), metal products (up 2.7%), computers and electronics (down 12.6%), and
cars (down 15.8%).
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• Oil & gas

Russia’s gas business was dominated by the gas crisis in the autumn of
2021 where the EU accused Russia of withholding gas supplies in order to
force early approval of the controversial Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline that was
completed in September but has been standing idle since then.
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As bne IntelliNews reporting in detail the high prices were the result of a
perfect storm of coincidences caused by the V-shaped market of the preceding
two years lead to a shortage of supply in Russia as well as in Europe.

As Europe started the heating season in October with 20%age points less gas
in storage than usual and the winter started out as a particularly cold one it
remains to be seen if Europe will run out of gas. It will be a close-run thing, but
at the time of writing it appears that there is just enough in storage to get
through the season, which usually ends at the end of March.

The Nord Stream 2 issue is unlikely to be resolved until the summer at the
earliest but more important for the Kremlin is to use the crisis to get the EU
members to sign up for more long-term gas supply contracts as those
commitments are needed to continue to develop the massive reserves in the
Yamal fields in the Arctic.

At the same time Gazprom has made it clear that the future of Russia’s gas
sector lies in Asia. Russia is already delivering gas from western Siberia to
China via the newly built Power of Siberia pipeline and those volumes will
grow. But the gas crisis will only serve as an impetus for a second pipeline in
Russia that will connect the Yamal fields to the Power of Siberia. Currently the
Yamal fields are solely tasked with providing gas to Europe via the Northern
corridor pipelines (and Yamal is not connected to the central corridor that feeds
the Ukrainian pipelines) and sending gas to Asia from Yamal is not possible.

Gazprom had a stonkingly good year thanks to the gas crisis. It was
criticised for not taking advantage of the soaring gas prices which passed the
$2,000 per thousand cubic metres in December – its highest level ever – and
is expected to end 2021 with financials at record levels: EBITDA of some
RUB3.5tn ($48bn), net income in excess of RUB2tn ($27bn) and FCF of more
than RUB1tn ($14bn).

The company will take advantage of this windfall to continue its never-ending
building campaign: in 2021 capex will be RUB1.9tn, or some $25bn (excl.
VAT). The company has already started to implement the 2022 investment
programme.

At the same time it paid down debt so that by the end of 2021 net debt to
EBITDA is to be below 1x, Gazprom’s Deputy Chairman of the Management
Committee Famil Sadygov said in an interview at the end of 2021.
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The 2022 company budget assumes an average export price of $250/kcm in
2022 (including Europe, China and the FSU), although the company thinks it is
possible to achieve $280/kcm. Even if spot prices plummet, the realised export
price in 2022 is to be above the 2021 level.

The 2022 EBITDA might exceed RUB4tn ($54bn), and net income be above
RUB2.5tn ($33bn).Capex in 2022 and thereafter might be at RUB2tn ($27bn).

Funding in 2022, RUB30bn ($0.4bn) of perpetual bonds are to be placed to
finance the gasification programme.

And the company will hike dividend payouts to record levels: Sadygov thinks
that 2021 dividend per share (DPS) payments might exceed RUB45, which is
up multiple times from the historic RUB8 per share the company paid for years.

One of the biggest events in the oil and gas sphere in 2022 is Gazprom’s
monopoly on gas exports may be broken and the state-owned oil major
Rosneft be given permission to start exports too.

The move, if it happens, would be part of a scheme to get the controversial
Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline certified for use by the EU. Currently the third
energy package of EU rules says that producers of gas cannot also be owners
of pipelines and have to give access to capacity to third parties.

Russia's President Vladimir Putin has ordered the government to come up with
proposals to allow state crude oil major Rosneft to export up to 10bn cubic
metres of natural gas annually to Europe, according to Kommersant daily.

As followed by bne IntelliNews, Rosneft has got closer than ever to gaining
access to Gazprom’s export pipelines, after the Russian energy ministry
publicly threw its support behind the option.

The plan for a pilot export project by Rosneft will have to be presented by the
government by March 2022, according to Kommersant.

CEO of Rosneft Igor Sechin made an appeal to Putin in August 2021 to send
up to 10 bcm per year of gas to Europe via Gazprom's Nord Stream 2.

According to his proposal, Gazprom’s monopoly on pipeline gas exports would
technically remain in force, with Rosneft using Gazprom as an agent for
exporting its gas. Rosneft would only be able to sell gas to customers that do
not take supplies from Gazprom, he said, in order to limit competition.
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VTB Capital analysts believe that providing Rosneft with gas export rights
would mostly be negative for Gazprom, in terms of both sentiment and
finances.

Gazprom to increase daily exports to China in 2022 – in line with the
contract schedule. Gazprom is preparing for the planned increase in gas
supplies to China next year and noted an increase in daily supplies in
November and December in relation to the planned volumes, according to
Kommersant, with reference to a Gazprom statement. For most of 2021,
Gazprom supplied over 28mmcm/d to China. In 2022, we expect Gazprom to
supply about 15.3bcm of gas, so the increase in gas supplies to China is
already included in our forecast. This year, we anticipate Gazprom supplying
more than 10bcm of gas to China (in 9mo21, it supplied 7.1bcm to China). All
in all, this is supportive for the company, but we treat the news as not
market-moving. To recap, Gazprom has a 30-year take-or-pay contract with
CNPC for the delivery of natural gas through the existing Power of Siberia
pipeline, with long-term annual deliveries of 38bcm/a.

German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock told German broadcaster
ZDF on December 12 that Russia’s current hostile actions towards
Ukraine are “a factor” in the certification delay of the Kremlin’s Nord
Stream 2 gas pipeline -- the first time a member of the German government
has explicitly linked the delay of the project’s certification to the crisis between
Russia and Ukraine.

The pipeline was due to be cleared for use in January or February, but
following the flare-up that began in October the pipeline got caught up in the
crossfire and the approval process was suspended on November 16. It is now
not expected to be completed until the summer at least and maybe even
longer.

The regulator said that Nord Stream 2 AG, the Russian-owned,
Swiss-registered company responsible for the project, did not meet German
energy law and needed to register a German subsidiary. For its part the
Kremlin is moving forward to end Gazprom’s monopoly on exports of gas and
may approve Rosneft to export up to 10bcm of gas via Nord Stream 2 as the
EU law requires competitive access to the pipeline.

Baerbock told ZDF that the three coalition parties forming the new German
government agreed that “as things stand at the moment, this pipeline can’t be
approved because it does not fulfil the requirements of European energy law.”

Germany has had a new centre-left coalition government led by Social
Democrat Chancellor Olaf Scholz since December 8, after the culmination of
Angela Merkel’s 16 years at the country’s helm.
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Baerbock’s Green Party, who have consistently opposed Nord Stream 2, are
one of the coalition partners. The Free Democratic Party, a fellow coalition
partner, also opposes the pipeline, which puts significant pressure on the
traditionally pro-Nord Stream 2 Social Democrats.
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• Banking sector

Russia's banking sector had by far its most profitable year since
economic growth fell to zero in 2013 and made record profits across the
board.

Over the first eight months of 2021 the bank sector profit amounted to RUB1.7
trillion ($23.5bn) and the sector was on course to earn an estimated RUB1.9
trillion in the full year of 2021.

The outlook for 2022 is even better with experts estimating the full year profits
in 2022 should reach RUB2.5 trillion in 2022 according to the CBR as if
anything the business environment for banks will improve.

The pandemic proved to be a strong catalyst for the increasing digitisation of
the Russian banking sector which is already technologically sophisticated.

High-technology sectors  have considerable potential for growth. Russia is
among the world leaders for fintech usage – coming in at number three
globally, according to EY. Russia’s technology usage in general is very
widespread, and 73% of Russians use the internet daily, according to BOFIT’s
report.

This change has brought significant cost saving, better risk management and
opened up new areas for exploitation by the leading banks.
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On top of that the banking clean up and clearing out of the deadwood or dodgy
banks has been completed. The CBR has been closing about three banks a
week since 2013 but that has stopped now and Russia has just under 400
banks which was in line with the target level that Putin set at the start of the
process to be “on a par with Germany.” Of the remaining banks, 98% were
profitable in the first eight months of 2021 with about 85% of the profits were
received by the 25 systemically important credit institutions.

Sber (formerly known as Sberbank) is the biggest bank by far and
accounts for around half of the sector’s profits by itself.

It is also one of the most popular stocks on the Russian market amongst
international investors. It is also a financial powerhouse that is helping to drive
economic growth. And finally it is funding Russia’s technological innovation
and transformation to a digital economy.

On December 15 it held a Capital Markets Day where it outlined expectations
for the full year of 2021 and gave guidance for what is in store in 2022:

FY21 guidance
· ROE is expected to be at or above 23%.
· Net profit is anticipated to be near RUB1.2trillion.
· NIM is expected to lose slightly more than 20bps vs. FY20.
· Cost of risk is seen in the range of 0.7-0.9%.
· Revenue from SBER’s non-financial business is likely to nearly

triple from RUB71.4bn in 2020 to RUB200bn in 2021.
FY22-23 guidance

· ROE is expected to be at or above 20% for 2022-23.
· Opex growth is expected to be 15% for 2022-23, with the C/I ratio

for SBER’s financial business at c. 33%.
· The growth in the corporate loan book is expected to be 7-10% for

2022, which is in line with the sector.
· The growth in the retail loan book is expected to be 10-12% for

2022, slightly outperforming the sector.
· The growth in retail deposits is expected to be 6-8% for 2022,

which is in line with the sector.
· The growth in corporate deposits is expected to be 11-13% for

2022, which is slightly better than the sector.
· NIM forecasts have visibly improved, and NIM is now expected to

moderate just 5bps over 2022 and a further 20bps over 2023. This
means that SBER’s FY23 NIM is expected to be 30-50bps above
its previous forecast. This is based on the expectation that the
CBR key rate should peak at close to 8.5% in late 2021-early 2022
before moderating to 8% by YE22 and dropping to around 5.25%
by YE23.
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· Cost of risk is anticipated to be in the range of 0.8-0.9% for
FY22-23.

· Net fees and commission income are expected to grow 11-13% in
2022.

· Around 10% of SBER’s FY22 opex should be generated by
non-financial companies (vs. 6.6% for 9M21).

· SBER’s CET1 CAR for YE22 is expected to be above 13%.
· RWA density is expected to be 93% in 2022 (vs. 88% for 9M21).

Dividends
· SBER does not plan to change its dividend payout ratio of 50%,

and there are no plans to revise the frequency of payments.
Ecosystem

· The ecosystem is seen as a way to maintain and improve the
profitability of SBER’s core business. The number of active
SberPrime subscribers reached 4mn by the end of November (vs.
1mn in April).

· Ecosystem services are mostly expected to remain
EBITDA-negative through FY23, but they should generate a lower
negative EBITDA margin.

· The partnership with VK is developing “well”, and CEO Herman
Gref was quite positive about the upcoming partnership with new
VK CEO Vladimir Kirienko. There are some issues to resolve with
the O2O JV, and both teams are discussing the JV’s future “on an
everyday basis”, according to Gref. Therefore, we could see an
IPO or a sale of some of the O2O businesses.

· SBER projects a revenue CAGR of more than 100% in 2022-23
for its non-financial services, including a 2x surge in its
e-commerce GMV in 2022 along with a near doubling in FoodTech
and Mobility revenue in 2022.

Areas for improvement
· Brokerage services, including those to institutional clients, are

expected to reach RUB26bn in revenue in 2022 (vs. RUB22bn in
2021). Although SBER’s retail brokerage offering is relatively less
advanced compared to some market participants, SBER now
plans to catch up with them. SBER’s revamped retail brokerage
app, Sber Investor 2.0, is expected to launch in mid-2022.

· After a slow start, SBER’s risk-insurance segment is gaining
traction, and its revenue is expected to grow 65% in 2022.
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Sberbank 2021-23 Guidance

2021

Guidance

2022

Guidance 2023 Guidance

NIM (average) >5.25% c5.2% c5.0%

Net F&C growth >10% 11-13%

Revenue from non-fin digital co

attr to Sber Rb200bn+

2x e-com

GMV; 1.9x

Foodtech rev >100% CAGR / c5% Group rev

CoR 70-90bp c80-90bp c80-90bp

OpEx growth (Group) 12-15%

9% CAGR (Group) / 5% CAGR (Fin

business)

CIR (Financial business) stable y/y c33% Stable vs 2020e

ROE >23% >20% >20%

CET1R (under Basel 3.5) c14% >13% 12.5% target / total CAR 16%

Dividend p/out 50%

Operating income before

provisions (NII & Non interest

income from bank / Non-bank)

68% / 32% Non-bank PPOP CAGR

15%

Corporate loans growth vs Sber 8-12% 7-10% 5-7% CAGR 2023/20

Sector retail loans growth vs Sber 20-22% >10-12% 10-12% CAGR 2023/20

Sector corporate deposits growth

vs Sber 20-22% >11-13% 8-10% CAGR 2023/20

Sector retail deposits growth vs

Sber 7-9% 6-8% 5-7% CAGR 2023/20

GDP % 4.40% 2.50%

CPI, % 7.60% 4.50%

Key rate 8.50% 8.00%

Source: Company, BCS
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• Commodity prices

Commodity prices boomed starting in the 4Q20 after the vaccines for
coronavirus appeared and were strong throughout 2021.

Analysts expect commodity prices to remain high throughout 2022 and support
growth. There is talk of a new supercycle and increasing investment by both
the domestic government and investment out of the US into EMs will also
support commodity prices.
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• Corporates

Russian firms had a bountiful 2021, earning the best profits in five years
and making steady gains all year.

The profits of Russian corporate profits soared in July 2021, and were up
five-fold in the third quarter of 2021, mostly, but not only, driven by energy
companies. Banks were also making even more profits than the corporates.

In July 2021 corporate profits rose to RUB2,767bn ($38.6bn), more than twice
as much as the RUB1,061bn that companies earned in the same month a year
earlier, but also more than twice as much as the RUB1,070bn they earned in
July 2019, the last year of strong growth.

On a cumulative basis companies earned a total of RUB14,368bn ($197.6bn)
in the first seven months of this year. That was almost triple the RUB5,370bn
they earned in 2020 and a third more than the RUB9,111bn they earned in
2020.

Current earnings momentum is close to a maximum, 3Q21 indicates, as the
strongest momentum was registered in 2Q21 off the low base of 2Q20,
unsurprisingly. Specifically, counting in all banks and financials, of all the RTS
constituents that report quarterly, 3Q21 revenue growth amounted to 53% in
USD-terms. Aggregate EBITDA increased by 70% and net profit rose five-fold
to more than $31bn.

Steels and Oil & Gas led. It is clear that many commodity producers saw the
greatest earnings momentum. Sector-wise, Steels managed to increase
EBITDA by 226% y/y, followed by gas producers with a 111% increase and the
oil sector with a 61% rise.

Recovery of domestic companies lags. Among domestic-oriented names,
Banks showed a solid 33% increase in operating income in USD-terms.
However, most other domestic-oriented sectors were less impressive with an
average EBITDA increase of less than 20%. Internet stocks on an aggregate
basis disappointed with a 73% decline in aggregate sector EBITDA y/y, which
was primarily attributable to Yandex and the wider losses of OZON.

Soaring margins to ignite the capex cycle. Record-high margins translate
into record-high ROEs. Anomalous returns are likely to attract fresh capital and
increased competition ultimately is bound to erode margins. Wage inflation is
another way that margins could normalise.
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  The powerful cyclical recovery of 2021 is expected to fade out in 2022.
Overall, the consensus expects quite an equal year in terms of earnings
growth, or rather stagnation, for many markets.

For Russia, consensus does not expect the strong earnings bounce of 2021
and ongoing expected recovery in 2022 to last long and the forecasts suggest
the potential for an earnings recession in Russia in 2023.

The logic behind the expected decrease in earnings of Russia Inc stems from
the fact that most of its exported commodities have been in backwardation for
a while. Subsequently, one can conclude that Russia is indeed expected to
enjoy a multi-year peak in earnings in 2022.
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The Ministry of Construction has proposed a new set of regulations for individual housing being
constructed within cottage complexes that will boost construction next year.
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6.0 Markets Outlook
The Russian equity market had its best year in a decade in 2021 and is
expected to just as well in 2022. The dollar denominated Russia Trading
System (RTS) returned around 30% on the year in 2021, including a 20%
sell-off in the last two months of the year.

Banks and oil stocks massively outperformed and made the market one of the
best performing in the world.

The Russian equity market is seen as poised for growth in 2022 by Aton, with
blue chips trading at 30-40% discount to global peers, dividend yields of
9-14%, and overall upside potential. Aton analysts expect the RTS Index to
jump by 20-30% to over 2,000 points in 2022. The analysts also see equity
investment as a stable hedge against inflation.

For the equity market economic factors will conspire to make Russian stocks
appealing again. After lying moribund since the sanctions regime was imposed
in 214 and the RTS index trapped in a trading band between 900 and 1,300,
the stock market broke out in 2018 and rallied strongly in 2019. Again the
pandemic postponed the rally, but it quickly resumed in the last quarter of 2020
when the vaccines appeared and the RTS touched a decade-long high of
1,900 in October 2021.

Despite a sell off in the last months of 2021 due to renewed geopolitical
tensions, most analysts expect the stock market rally to continue in 2022 and
have an end of year RTS target of 2,000.
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• ECM

Russian stocks have demonstrated an impressive performance in 2021,
with the RTS index delivering 27% in total return terms YTD, the best
result among the liquid markets.

The  RTS fell 19% in a big drawdown in November-December 2021 due to
new geopolitical tensions after hitting a ten year peak of  1920 at the end of
October. However, the index is expected to recover strongly in 2022 with a
41% upside from December depressed levels.

Valuations are low and the upside potential considerable. Valuations are
quite undemanding, with forward P/E of 6x and a dividend yield of 9,5% as of
December 2021. This dividend yield is expected to rise to 10.2% for 2023,
according to BCS GM, which gives a combined yield of over 20% in the next
18 months.

Following a strong cyclical recovery in earnings, the RTS’ 2021 P/E multiple
fell back to 5.8x, which is 19% lower than the 5Y average of 7.1x. The
aggregate 2022e P/E expected to shrink to 4.9x says BCS GM.

The  aggregate USD-based net income in 2022 is expected to rise by 17%,
thanks primarily to the ongoing earnings rebound in the energy sector. Among
the index heavyweights, analysts expect the largest positive contributions from
Lukoil and SurgutNG, followed by TCS, Gazprom and Rosneft.

BCS GM was one of many that set the 2022 RTS year-end index target at
2,250, up from the 1,600 it was trading at at the close of December and
marginally up from the 1,900 peak the RTS hit in October 2021. Renaissance
Capital also has a Buy recommendation on Russia for 2022, saying
geopolitical tensions will ease and Russia’s strong fundamentals and strong
corporate profits mean stocks have a rosy outlook.
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The global outbreak of inflation was the most
notable development of 2021, but if high
inflation persists then that is a boon for
Russian equities as countries that produce a
lot of commodities and have strong financial
sectors – both of which Russia has – do well in
high inflationary environments.

Emerging markets (EM) investors were already
overweight Russian securities in December as
the bounce back in 2021 benefited the leading
listing companies that have been making
record earnings. Moreover, Russian
companies pay the highest dividend yields in
the world – more than twice the EM average –
adding to the appeal of Russian equities. And
with global markets awash in stimulus money,
large sums found their way into the Russian
stock market.

Finally a new development has been the
arrival of Russian retail investors in the
Russian stock market. Seven years of rate cuts by the Central Bank of Russia
(CBR) meant bank deposit interest rates had fallen to the point where savings
make almost no returns so retail investors turned en masse to the Russian
stock market in 2021 looking for a better return. Retail investment volumes
went up seven fold and retail investors now account for some 40% of the
turnover on the stock market, according to some estimates. However, by the
end of 2021 after a series of rate hikes some retail investors were returning to
bank deposits as the market sold off in November and December.

All of these trends are likely to continue in 2022. Despite the 20% sell off in
December due to heightened geopolitical tensions and talk of war with
Ukraine, analysts believe those fears will fade as 2022 gets underway and the
market will bounce back.
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• IPO Boom

Russia enjoyed an IPO boom in 2021 with billions of dollars raised on the
domestic and intl markets, and billions more of listings are in the pipeline
for 2022 worth  at least $10bn. The Russian corporate story is hot again for
the first time in about a decade.

International portfolio investors are currently overweight on Russia not
because they have been buying the household names, but because they have
been snapping up all the new issues coming to market in the last year.

Six Russian companies IPO’d in 2021 just as investor sentiment was hit by the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and the risk of possible new Western
sanctions on Russia following the poisoning of Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny.

But the pandemic is fading and a détente was reached with US president Joe
Biden in Geneva on June 16 that reduced perceived risks.

However, uncertainty over the pipeline re-appeared in October when talk of
war with Ukraine resurfaced and the RTS sold off by some 20% by the close of
the year.  While few investors believe that the row will come to blows, many
have moved to the sidelines until tensions subside again that may affect the
prospects for IPOs in 2022. Still, most investment banks are predicting the
stock market rally will resume in 2022 and provide a fecund background for
more IPOs in 2022.

Growth stocks have been the favourite, many of them from the new economy
like Russian e-commerce powerhouse Ozon, which raised $1.2bn in 2020. But
increasingly new names are catching the headlines such as the hard
discounter Fix Price, which raised $2bn in March 2021, residential developer
Samolet that raised $40mn in October, private healthcare company EMC that
raised $450mn in July and forestry group Segezha that raised $414mn in April
all listing shares this year in the country’s biggest listings spree since 2008.

Other industries represented by companies planning to go public soon include
retail, insurance, car-sharing and automotive leasing, and financial services.
One of the most anticipated IPOs of 2022 will be the sale of Otkritie Bank that
was nationalised in 2017 but has now not only recovered, but has become the
fastest growing bank in Russia in 2021.
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It follows the last big IPO of 2021, Renaissance Insurance, one of Russia’s
leading diversified universal insurance companies and another in the vanguard
of the increasing number of financial services companies coming to market.

The IPO bonanza has seen exchanges wooing Russian companies hoping to
go public. NYSE, Nasdaq and the London Stock Exchange are trying to attract
new Russian members after Ozon listed shares on Nasdaq in November,
successfully tapping into the deep US pool of tech investors.

• Dividends

The Russian equity market continues to be one of the best dividend
payers in the world and will continue that into 2022, with the MSCI Russia
index showing the best expected dividend yield of 9.4%, as compared to 7.9%
for MSCI Brazil, 6.3% for MSCI Turkey and 3% for MSCI EM, Vedomosti daily
wrote citing Aton Equity 2022 report.

For 2022 the dividend yield is expected to rise to a whopping 10.2%. That
implies an end of 2022 RTS target of 2250 (2100 ex-dividends), most of which
is payable by mid-2023.

As followed by bne IntelliNews, the Russian equity market was expected to
retain its status as a global top dividend market in 2H21 and going into 2022.

Aton expects the companies on the RTS Index to yield 8.7% in dividends in
2021, making the record-high dividend yield for the past 10 years in
observation. The yield is seen going up by 1 percentage point (pp) to 9.7% in
2022.

The average yield of the Moscow Exchange in 2012-2021 stands at 18%, Aton
estimates, with the dividends accounting for 6% of the return.

Aton sees about 20 liquid blue chips on Russian equity with a yield of over
11%, with the dividend play seen by the analysts as one of the best long-term
strategies for investors.

In the segment breakdown, Oil and Gas is expected to yield 10-11% in
dividends, including Gazprom, Metals and Mining with over 10% yield for top
names. In the financial sector VTB and Sber banks are expected to yield 14%
and 8-10% in dividends respectively.
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The commodity and the financial sector account for over 70% of Russian
equity market capitalisation.

Company Target Price Upside 2022 DY  %

Gazprom $12,5 38 14

Rosneft $9,8 28 8

Norilsk Nickel $40 38 10

Sberbank RUB400 26 11

TCS Group $120 29 2

AFK Sistema RUB45 80 2

Yandex $100 39 0

MTS RUB395 34 11

Magnit RUB7 700 32 7

PhosAgro $28 27 8

InterRAO RU6,96 61 6

Source: Aton

Russia boasts highest dividend yields in a decade in 2021

The Russian stock market turned out to be the best in terms of the expected
dividend yield (the ratio of the annual dividend per share to the share price) on
the horizon of the year among both developing and developed countries,
follows from the latest data from Aton. The index of the Russian market MSCI
Russia (part of the group of emerging markets indices MSCI Emerging
Markets) has reached 9.4%. In second place is Brazilian MSCI Brazil with
7.9%, followed by MSCI Turkey with 6.3%. The MSCI EM General Emerging
Markets Index posted a dividend yield of 3%. Among the indices of developed
markets, the European MSCI has the best indicator - 3.1%.

The dividend yield of companies from the RTS index (the dollar analogue of
the Moscow Exchange index) will reach 8.7% at the end of 2021, Aton
expects, this is a record value over the past 10 years (no more recent data).
And in 2022, the yield will grow by another 1 p.p. and reach 9.7%. The
average total return on the Moscow Exchange index over the past 10 years
(2012–2021) was 18%. Excluding the dividend factor, the average annual
return is only 12%, thus, dividend stocks bring an average of 6% return to the
investor's portfolio.
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Key profitable sectors are the oil and gas sector with a yield of 10-11%,
including Gazprom with a yield of 13-14%, metallurgy and mining, where
almost every company offers at least 10% of revenue with a quarterly payment
period. In the financial sector, analysts expect high dividends primarily from
VTB (expected yield - 14%) and Sberbank (8-10%), depending on the size of
the payment (50-60% of profit).

The commodity and financial sector accounts for over 70% of the Russian
market capitalization. Based on the capitalization of the Moscow Exchange
index, 70% is RUB 13.3 trillion. Companies from both sectors ( Rosneft and
Gazprom, Sberbank and VTB) are earning record profits this year: oil and gas
companies - partly due to the energy crisis in Europe and rising prices, and
banks - due to the rapid pace of lending and the growth of transactional
business and lower (than in 2020) costs of reserves.

The average dividend payout ratio of the Russian market is about 55% of net
profit, which translates into one of the highest dividend yield indicators among
emerging markets (about 8-9% in 2021), notes the investment strategist of
VTB My Investments Lidiya Mikhailova ...

The Russian market is now well positioned for further growth, fueled by high
commodity prices, dividends that return 9-14% yields for most blue chips, and
still relatively low valuations for Russian companies that trade at a 30-40%
discount relative to their foreign competitors.

After growing for a year, the RTS fell 15% from a peak of 1,900 points due to
the discovery of a new strain of coronavirus. Since the beginning of the year, it
has grown by 16.24% and on December 8 was at the level of 1612 points. But
Aton believes that the market correction is temporary and even a positive
event, as it creates an opportunity for another market impulse in 2022.
Analysts expect that the RTS has a growth potential of 20-30% to 2000 points
in 2022.

The Russian market is now well positioned for further growth, fueled by high
commodity prices, dividends that return 9-14% yields for most blue chips, and
still relatively low valuations for Russian companies that trade at a 30-40%
discount relative to their foreign competitors.

After growing for a year, the RTS fell 15% from a peak of 1,900 points due to
the discovery of a new strain of coronavirus. Since the beginning of the year, it
has grown by 16.24% and on December 8 was at the level of 1612 points. But
Aton believes that the market correction is temporary and even a positive
event, as it creates an opportunity for another market impulse in 2022.
Analysts expect that the RTS has a growth potential of 20-30% to 2000 points
in 2022.

Commodities and finance will continue to be the main beneficiaries of growth
amid high commodity prices and inflation. Analysts included shares in
Gazprom, Rosneft and Sberbank in the focus list for 2022, adding Norilsk
Nickel and Phosagro there , since they also provide an impact on the raw
materials sectors. AFK Sistema , MTS and Magnit are in the focus list, since
the decline in their shares at the end of the year is a good time to enter: these
companies are leaders in their sectors and therefore allow diversifying their
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investment portfolio. The focus list includes Yandex»And TCS Group, which
remain the fastest growing Russian companies with business opportunities that
extend beyond Russian borders. " Inter RAO " was listed, as it is the cheapest
Russian campaign, which can grow if it accelerates its activity in mergers and
acquisitions (M & A).

Among the less attractive sectors, Aton singles out the mining industry, real
estate, and utilities. Securities of mining companies (Norilsk Nickel, Alrosa ,
Polymetal ) in 2020–2021 were among the most popular, so Aton expects
some cooling of investor interest, although all steel producers will continue to
pay generous dividends. The real estate sector will be affected by the increase
in mortgage rates in 2022 (and, as a result, a decrease in demand).

• DCM
CDS spread: Analysts adjusted their forecast for the 5-year CDS average for
Russia in 2021 from 91 bps in October to 93 bps in December, and lowered
their forecast for 2023-2024 to 85 bps.
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Concerns over geopolitics also affected the equity risk premium, which jumped
some 100bp after the news in November. Normally, sovereign risk is not part of
ERP and this expansion is most likely temporary. The equity market is
dominated by foreign investors, who are much more sensitive to this type of
risk. The bond market, owned primarily by local investors, is more robust.
Ultimately, local investors are going to buy the elevated ERP and this part of
the premium then disappears.w
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